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CHAPTER 3:  HUMAN FACTORS 
 
Consultation Question 3 (Paragraphs 3.47 - 3.57) 

We seek views on whether it should be a criminal offence for a user-in-charge who is 

subjectively aware of a risk of serious injury to fail to take reasonable steps to avert 

that risk. 

 

This question is intrinsically linked to the issues raised in Chapter 7 as will be 

more fully addressed below.  

We believe that the impact of Section 10 of Law Reform (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1968 should be considered in the context of the 

creation of new criminal offences. That section states that if a person is 

convicted of an offence he shall be taken to have committed that offence, unless 

the contrary is proved. We think it is necessary to consider how this section 

operates when read alongside Section 2 of the Automated and Electric Vehicles 

Act 2018 (AEV Act) which deals with causation, in relation to all criminal 

offences committed in connection with the use of an automated vehicle.    
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CHAPTER 6: CIVIL LIABILITY 

Consultation Question 17 (Paragraphs 6.13 - 6.59) 

 

We seek views on whether there is a need for further guidance or clarification on Part 

1 of Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018 in the following areas: 

 

(1) Are sections 3(1) and 6(3) on contributory negligence sufficiently clear? 

 
 
We agree that the combined effect of the two provisions (Section 3(1) and 

Section 6(3)) can be difficult to follow.    The provisions appear to imply that the 

courts should treat the issue as if a human driver had been involved.  However, 

in practical terms, there are various scenarios where an application of these 

provisions will be problematic.   Examples could be where the actions of the 

automated vehicle are dictated by the behaviour of another road user - what 

happens when an uninsured human driver crashes into an automated vehicle, 

which in turn shunts forward and damages a third vehicle, or where an 

automated vehicle swerves to avoid an erratic cyclist, and in doing so hits a 

parked car?     

 

Another issue that lacks clarity is where an automated vehicle has “caused” the 

accident simply by its involvement, but the injured party is wholly responsible.  

Could compensation to the injured party be reduced to zero?  AEV Act does not 

appear to legislate for the case where the accident involving an AEV was caused 

by the sole fault of the injured party.  The English courts have made a finding of 

100% contributory negligence in cases where strict liability operated (David 

John Jayes v I.M.I. (Kynoch) Limited 1984 WL 282814.  The Scottish courts have 

ruled that it may hypothetically be possible for a finding of 100% contributory 

negligence to be made where the degree of fault on the part of defenders could 

be regarded as too small to warrant an apportionment (McEwan v Lothian Buses 

PLC 2006 Rep. L.R. 134).  Further analysis and guidance in this area would be 

desirable.   
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BTO envisages potential risks where an insurer will require to pay out for an 

accident involving an automated vehicle they insure, where the AEV is not at 

fault, and with no prospect of recovering from the real culprit.  It is necessary to 

make clear in the first instance whether the intention of the legislation is to 

create a regime of strict liability. If that is the intention, such a regime would 

inevitably increase the cost of insurance and encourage claims fraud.  

Significant efforts are being made to regulate whiplash claims to avoid cost and 

prevent fraud and the creation of a strict liability regime seems to be counter-

intuitive. 

 

We understand that the Forum of Insurance Lawyers (FOIL) have highlighted 

that there is merit in the Law Commissions examining the concept of 

contributory negligence in relation to automated vehicles in more detail.  A 

detailed work analysis (post-consultation period) will identify potential problem 

areas and assist practitioners where there is no precedent and the law and the 

technology are both novel.  We agree with FOIL’s position that, a detailed work 

analysis would assist in identifying whether clarification is a matter best left to 

the courts or whether regulations would be beneficial. 

 
 

 
(2) Do you agree that the issue of causation can be left to the courts, or is there a 

need for guidance on the meaning of causation in section 2? 

 
 
Tracing “fault” and in particular, whether an automated vehicle “caused” an 

accident is likely to prove very difficult for insurers.   

 

The issue relating to circumstances where the person in charge of the vehicle 

used it in automated mode ‘where it was not appropriate to do so’ lacks clarity.  

The Act provides no further guidance about when would and would not be an 

appropriate time to let an automated vehicle drive itself. This is potentially a 

significant gap. 
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Whilst there is no denying that the Courts will be relied upon to provide further 

clarification and guidance on how to deal with contentious scenarios in due 

course, this process will take considerable time after the Act is in force.  We 

therefore consider it is important to explore these issues at this stage, to ensure 

that the relevant insurance claims handlers and legal representatives dealing 

with motor claims are able to apply clear principles of liability to an analysis of 

the circumstances of a road traffic accident involving an automated vehicle.  It 

needs to be noted that many of these claims will be of low value and may be 

subject to simplified or summary court procedures where a proper examination 

of the legal and causation issues cannot be achieved without disproportionate 

cost.  Clarity of the principles to be applied in contentious circumstances will 

avoid unnecessary litigation and inappropriate outcomes. 

 

In line with our comments above, we consider that it would be beneficial for the 

Law Commissions examining the issues of causation (and contributory 

negligence) further.  

 
 
 
 
(3) Do any potential problems arise from the need to retain data to deal with 

insurance claims? If so: 

 

(a) to make a claim against an automated vehicle’s insurer, should the injured 

person be required to notify the police or the insurer about the alleged 

incident within a set period, so that data can be preserved? 

 
We consider it imperative that there is an absolute obligation placed on the 

injured person to notify the police or the insurer about the alleged incident.  We 

consider the time period in which the injured person is required to do, should 

be restricted to perhaps 30 days from the accident date. 

   

Generally, we consider it is important that the law on limitation is brought in line 

with a regime which provides full opportunity for claims arising from road traffic 
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accidents to be fully investigated and evidenced, to promote access to justice 

for all parties. 

 
 
 

(b) how long should that period be? 
 

Ideally, data should be preserved for at least the duration of the limitation period 

but this will depend on technical capabilities in respect of data storage which is 

a subject for vehicle and software manufacturers.  However, in the event that a 

shorter period of data retention is envisaged, there should be clear correlation 

between the obligation to report an alleged accident and the timescale within 

which this will be communicated to the relevant insurers. 
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Civil liability of manufacturers and retailers: Implications 

 

Consultation Question 18 (Paragraphs 6.61 - 6.116) 

 

Is there a need to review the way in which product liability under the Consumer 

Protection Act 1987 applies to defective software installed into automated vehicles? 

 
 
We agree that there is a requirement to review the way in which product liability 

applies to defective software particularly in the context of AEV.   

 

A consumer (and by extension under S.5, an insurer or vehicle owner bringing 

a secondary claim) would expect to be able to rely on the CPA in a claim against 

the entity whose brand is shown upon the vehicle.   

 

In such a claim the consumer would assert that the AEV comprising software, 

sensors and mechanical components operating in unison were not as safe as 

persons are generally entitled to expect and that this lack of safety caused their 

injury or damage.  Under the CPA there is no requirement to prove which 

component or element of a product failed in a claim against the brander. 

 

It is currently a defence for a party faced with a claim under the CPA that the 

defect which makes the product less safe than persons are generally entitled to 

expect was not incorporated within the product at the “relevant time” – see CPA 

S.4(2).   

 

“Relevant time” is defined as either the time at which the product which is 

subject to the claim was first supplied by that manufacturer / brander / importer, 

or the time when the product was last supplied where a claim can be brought 

against a retailer.   

 

Where a software update compromises safety in a previously safe AEV, it cannot 

be said that there was a defect upon first supply.  The brander may have a 

defence under 4(2) where the product subsequently becomes unsafe because 
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of the update particularly where that update has been created and distributed 

by a third party. 

 

This raises two questions:   

 

Is the software update a product in its own right?   

 

The CPA says product means any goods or electricity and includes a product 

which is comprised within another product, whether by virtue of being a 

component part or raw material or otherwise.   

 

Goods are defined as substances, growing crops and things comprised in land 

by virtue of being attached to it and any ship, aircraft or vehicle.  The existing 

definition of product is directed at tangible things.  We agree that there is some 

question as to whether that definition would apply to an over the air update. 

 

In the absence of an express definition including same within a policy, such 

software is unlikely to be considered a product for the purposes of product 

liability insurance per Clarke LJ at 42 Aspen v Adanna Construction [2015] 

EWCA Civ 176 a product is “a tangible and moveable item which can be 

transferred from one person to another”. 

 

Is the AEV manufacturer responsible for the update under the CPA?   

 

In the context of an update rolled out over the air by a third party on instructions 

of the manufacturer perhaps based out with the EU, it seems unlikely that the 

manufacturer is caught by the CPA.  It is also unlikely that the third party 

software supplier can be pursued under CPA. 

 

• One solution may be to remove the statutory defence under CPA S.4(2) 

for software updates to AEV’s.  This would potentially place responsibility for 

subsequent updates onto the manufacturer of the AEV.  This would be more 

straight-forward for the owner / insurer and is more likely to align with the sort 

of protection a consumer might expect. 
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Noting also that in the context of contractual claims the Chapter 3 of the 

Consumer Rights Act makes separate provision for digital content and in 

particular fitness for purpose and includes for free downloads / updates.  Where 

the owner of an AEV is a consumer this may be relevant in claims by both the 

insurer (via subrogation) in respect of first party claims where its insured  

customer is  consumer and in the context of an uninsured owner in relation to 

first party damage per S.46 to the extent the AEV is deemed to be a device. 

  

However, there would no pathway for an insurer to bring a secondary claim 

under the Consumer Rights Act or indeed any claim under contract.  This 

highlights what appears to be a key difference as regards an insurer’s rights 

under the AEV Act 2018 regime and the regime applying to non-AEV’s: 

 

(See diagram below) 
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Under the AEV the insurer / owner may be liable for damage to the person or property of:

Party Liable Claimant

Owner Other Insured Person Third Party

Insurer Yes Yes Yes

Owner No Yes Yes

Under the AEV a person who settled such a claim is entitled to rely on the rights of the person who sustained damage 

when advancing a secondary claim to recover the amount of its liability.

Insurer

On settlement of the insurer's liabiity under the act for an owner claim the insurer has the owner's rights.

Basis of claimant's right against party responsible for AEV

Owner

Contract Yes

CPA - injury Yes

CPA - domestic property Yes

CPA - commercial property No

Negligence Yes 

However on settlement of an Insured Person's claim, the insurer has only the rights accruing to the insured person or 

the third party to rely upon in a secondary claim.

Other Insured Person Third Party

Contract No No

CPA - injury Yes Yes

CPA - domestic property Yes Yes

CPA - commercial property No No

Negligence Yes Maybe

The contractual route is cut off from the insurer.  The insurer was previously entitled to rely upon the 

rights of its insured

Owner

However where the owner is facing a third party claim and there is no insurance, the owner can rely on his own 

contractual rights, or those rights of the injured person

Owner Other Insured Person Third Party

Basis of claimant's right against party responsible for AEV

Contract Yes No No

CPA - injury Yes Yes Yes

CPA - domestic property Yes Yes Yes

CPA - commercial property No No No

Negligence Yes Yes Maybe

Non AEV insurer

For claims involving non AEV's an insurer has in respect of its insured's liability, by virtue of the combined effect of the 

doctrines of subrogation  

Owner Other Insured Person Third Party

Contract Yes No No

CPA - injury Yes Yes Yes

CPA - domestic property Yes Yes Yes

CPA - commercial property No No No

Negligence Yes Yes Maybe

It is submitted that the proposed section 3 has left a small hole in the rights of insurers to attempt to recover their 

outlays.  It is proposed that that hole could be closed by amending the wording.
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Because the Insurer is liable under statute to the injured person, there is no 

indemnity afforded to the policy holder (likely the vehicle owner) and such no 

subrogation of that person’s rights in contract.   

 

Having settled the insurer’s claim, the insurer is only entitled to stand in the 

shoes of the person sustaining injury or damage and rely on such rights as that 

person has.  Those are, in a number of scenarios, limited.   

 

If a person has been injured, there may be a claim against the manufacturer 

under the CPA.  If the claim is about property damage whether or not a claim 

can proceed under the CPA depends on the character of the damaged property. 

  

In the context of damage to a Public Service Vehicle or Commercial vehicle by 

an AEV, there is no secondary claim under the CPA available (as the property 

damaged is not commercial property).  The only route for an insurer to pursue 

a secondary claim where such an AEV has malfunctioned is negligence.   

 

On the other hand if the owner of the AEV was uninsured, he would be entitled 

to rely on his contractual rights in a secondary claim. 

 

Where negligence must be established, the exercise of establishing the precise 

mechanism of what went wrong with the AEV, who was responsible and whether 

or not this was negligent will be prohibitively time consuming and expensive.  

In the context of a negligent manufacturer of AEV’s there is (particularly in the 

context of property damage) potentially an issue about duty of care and 

proximity See Renfrew Golf Club v Motocaddy Limited [2016] CSIH 57 LP 

Carloway at 31 

 

Under the regime which applies to non AEV’s if a vehicle defect results in injury 

or damage to persons or property the owner or person in control of the vehicle 

will be blamed.  In defending that claim the insurer will be subrogated of that 

person’s rights including those under contract.  To the extent that the damage 

is due to a vehicle defect, those contractual rights can be relied upon to secure 

relief / contribution from the manufacturer.   
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In the context of the AEV regime.  The insurer must bear the financial cost of the 

claim unless the CPA applies or he can establish negligence.   

 

The imposition of liability under the AEV Act 2018 is an understandable 

objective.  However it appears that the pathways to a secondary claim where the 

AEV is responsible for the accident are in many scenarios limited.  The result 

would seem to be that in a number of potential scenarios (in particular PSV and 

commercial vehicles) where ultimately AEV’s may have the greatest use it will 

be insurers who will be picking up the cost of these claims rather than the 

manufacturers.   

 

The effect could be to encourage manufacturers to optimise safety and to drive 

up insurance premiums for all (AEV and non-AEV) policy holders.  

 

 We propose that S5(1) should be amended to provide an true equivalent to a 

motor insurer’s existing rights of subrogation the such that it reads: 

“. 

. 

. 

Any other person liable to the injured party in respect of the accident 

is under the same liability to the vehicle owner; or 

 

Any other person liable to the injured party or vehicle owner in respect 

of the accident is under the same liability to the insurer.” 
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Consultation Question 19 (Paragraphs 6.61 - 6.116) 

Do any other issues concerned with the law of product or retailer 

 

Safety Regulation 

An alternative approach to secondary claims and to broadening the routes to 

recovery for an insurer may be to impose a safety regulation in respect of 

AEV’s. 

S.41 of the CPA creates a right of civil action for breach of statutory duty in 

favour of anyone who may be affected by the breach.  This route to claim 

damages is often ignored.   

 

Damage for personal injury or death is actionable.  Actions for breach of 

statutory duty under S.41 of the CPA are not restricted to claims for injury or 

damage caused by “consumer products” but rather any product to which the 

relevant safety regulation applies and as such they provide a right of action to 

anyone who sustains losses in consequence of a Safety Regulation breach 

e.g. Stoke-On-Trent College v Pelican Rouge Coffee Solutions Group Limited 

[2017] EWHC 2829 (TCC). 

 

• Consideration could be given to whether this may be an alternative 

route for secondary claims in respect of AEVs.  
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CHAPTER 7:  CRIMINAL LIABILITY  
 
General Comments in respect of the Criminal Liability aspect of the 
consultation: 
 
 
The law relating to the presence and use of vehicles on a road or public place, 

in a criminal context, is extensive. Road traffic offences can perhaps be broadly 

categorised as follows: 

 

1. Offences relating to the condition of a vehicle. (e.g. insufficient tread 

depth on tyres, no MOT.) 

2. Offences relating to the condition/entitlement of the driver. (e.g. drink 

driving, disqualified driving, driving without insurance.) 

3. Offences relating to the standard of driving. (e.g. careless or dangerous 

driving, speeding.) 

4. Offences relating to the conduct of the driver. (e.g. failing to stop and 

report a collision) 

 

The introduction of fully automated or semi-automated vehicles appears 

unlikely to have a significant impact on ‘category 1’ the law in respect offences. 

It will, of course, remain an obligation of vehicle owners to ensure their vehicle 

is in a roadworthy condition. As an observation, there may be additional 

requirements placed on owners to ensure that device specific requirements are 

met in addition to the ‘traditional’ requirements (scheduled software upgrades, 

enhanced MOT/equivalent etc.) 

 

The introduction of automated or semi-automated vehicles in respect of 

‘category 2’ offences would require amendment to existing legislation as in 

order to prove the Crown case, a Procurator Fiscal requires to establish in 

evidence that the accused was driving the vehicle. This is required for ‘category 

3’ offences too, of course, however in the context of ‘category 2’ offences 

relevant examples are disqualified driving, driving whilst impaired through 

drugs or alcohol etc. This is a fundamental element of any such charge and 

requires the accused to be identified as driving, which Scottish courts have 

interpreted as being the person either in the driving seat or in control of the 
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steering wheel and with some element of control over propulsion of the vehicle 

(see LJG Clyde’s comments in Ames v McLeod 1969 JC 1). 

 

‘Category 3’ offences give rise to the most significant reform of existing criminal 

road traffic legislation. These are referred to by the consultation documents as 

those giving rise to the “dynamic driving risk” – the way in which the vehicle is 

driven. We agree that distinction must be drawn between instances where a 

vehicle is driving itself (automated) to confirm that the human user is not a driver 

and therefore not liable for any offences arising. The alternative would mean 

that operators or passengers in fully automated driverless vehicles (as 

contemplated in s.1 AEV Act) could be held criminally responsible if the vehicle 

makes a mistake. 

 

The consultation documents pose the question as to whether a new category of 

offence should be contemplated where a person is travelling in an automated 

vehicle and fails to intervene and prevent an accident. In our provisional view, 

this is hard to reconcile with the notion that vehicle is fully automated and 

capable of reacting to hazards in the roadway, etc. 

 

The consultation documents discuss a new system of sanctions for automated 

vehicles where infractions of relevant road traffic legislation occur. We agree 

that where ‘traditional’ penalties such as financial penalties, disqualification and 

penalty points/totting up are designed to influence human behaviour, these will 

be of little effect to manufacturers of automated vehicles. We consider that there 

is merit in the suggestion made by the Australian NTC to implement a system of 

enforcement notices/enforcement undertakings. We envisage this operating in 

a similar vein to enforcement powers granted to other regulators, such as the 

Health & Safety Executive (‘HSE’) The HSE can issue Prohibition Notices 

(requiring action to be taken to remedy issues before work can recommence) 

and Enforcement Notices (requiring action to be taken to remedy issues within 

a certain timeframe). The RIDDOR scheme also requires the reporting of certain 

injuries within a workplace directly to the HSE. We agree that a similar system 

of graduated sanctions and penalties, where for example, a vehicle 
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malfunctions, could be used to effect with registered developers and 

manufacturers of automated vehicles. 

 

‘Category 4’ offences ostensibly relate to the obligations placed on drivers 

following a collision (Section 170 Road Traffic Act 1988), in obeying orders given 

by Police (e.g. Section 35 Road Traffic Act 1988) and in identifying the driver of 

a vehicle at the time of a suspected offences (Section 172 Road Traffic Act 1988). 

The current law in relation to Section 170 requirements is set out in Paragraphs 

1.65 – 1.87 of the Background paper 1a. These may be difficult to comply with if 

the vehicle is fully automated as there may not, in fact, be a person within the 

vehicle at the time of a collision, and indeed where the vehicle is in use as a 

service vehicle (e.g. taxi) the person within may not be in a position to provide 

the required information. Careful consideration of technological means of 

providing the required information should be considered in such 

circumstances. Similarly, if the vehicle is fully automated we see challenges for 

developers and manufacturers in designing a vehicle to interpret and follow 

directions given by Police, particularly where in the ordinary course these might 

run contrary to existing legislation. In respect of Section 172 requirements (that 

a registered keeper is required to provide police with the details of the driver of 

a vehicle at a particular time), it seems clear to us that the registered keeper 

should be required to advise Police where an automated vehicle was driving 

itself to enable the Police to further their enquiries. 

 
 


